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The EU abuses its power to force European countries to receive mass immigration against their will, which is
exactly equivalent of rape. Poland has clearly said no to the EU immigration agenda, but the EU is threatening
Poland with continued sanctions if they do not accept a particular ethnic group of immigrants.
Media abroad describes sweden and germany as states of rape in Europe.
Would you let yourself be raped for money?
The EU tried to give Italy billions of Euros to accept all boat immigrants. Italy has now also said no to EU.
Poland will win over the EU in the case of forced immigration of dangerous immigrants. Poland is one of the
strongest countries in the EU that has overcome every threat throughout history. Poland has the greatest growth
in all EU countries and actually pays fully to NATO and other peacekeeping forces, unlike Denmark and other
EU countries. Poland will do quite well without the EU if it comes to that. All European citizens support Poland
and think they are courageous.
Social media prevents the truth
According to the rules of a widely known social media, other medias must not describe the situation of the
dangerous immigrants in the EU as that violate the social medias anti-discrimination laws. So we all just have to
let these assaults happen without the ability to defend our selves? HELL NO.
We all know what dangerous ethnic immigration group we talk about here, because it is NOT Buddhists,
Christians, Atheists, or other spiritual peace religions, as they are integrated quite well into our society and
culture of peace and freedom. Only one ethnic group requires everything transformed to fit their needs and calls
everyone else for infidels and racists.
In fact, Christian refugees were thrown out of the boats of this dangerous ethnic group, whom we can not
mention by name.
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The article "European citizens support Poland" has been blocked by known social media because it describes
the truth.
Read the article here;
European citizens support Poland
Illegal immigrants demonstrate!
In the long lost sweden, hundreds of illegal immigrants,
marched through the streets of sweden, in a demonstration
for their rights not to be sent back where they came from.
Neither the police nor anyone else in sweden arrested the
illegal immigrants, even though they walked right in front of
them.
The EU rapes Europe
The EU started with gaining power over the countries of Europe. Years later, the EU begins a mass immigration
policy of one particular ethnic group that has already raped and murdered several European citizens and caused
endless terror and fear. The EU prohibits EU countries from keeping or closing their borders, forcing EU
countries to let in violent immigrants into their otherwise peaceful paradise against their will. It is exactly the
same as rape. The EU rapes Europe and no civilian are allowed to defend them selves without being called a
racist or judged by law for discrimination. Now its enough, we are stronger than that Europe.
You like open borders?
If you think we should have open borders in the EU, start by removing all the locks on the doors in your house 24
hours a day. Then everyone can come into your house at any time, and use all your stuff, rape your wife and
children, murder your husband and pets. Now everyone understands what the EU is doing right now, exactly
that.
The people are against the EU
When we read the comments on immigration and violence committed by immigrants from a particular ethnic
group we can not mention, there is a great deal of agreement to get out of the EU immediately, close all borders
and there is no doubt as what should happen to violent immigrants.
Only a few countries stand against the EU
Hungary, Romania and especially Poland say NO to the EU's insane immigration plan. Other countries have no
strength at all and are totally ruled by the EU.
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